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CONDITIONS FOR USE OF TRANSCRIPTS: 
This document is intended to provide a timely reference for interested parties who are unable to attend the 
event to which it refers.  Some portions are based on transcripts of proceedings and others consist of text 
submitted by speakers or authors, and are clearly marked as such.  As such, apart from where it is indicated 
that the text was supplied by the speaker, it has not been possible for the transcript to be checked by speakers 
and so this portion of the document does not represent a formal record of proceedings.  Despite best 
endeavours by Westminster Forum Projects and its suppliers to ensure accuracy, text based on transcription 
may contain errors which could alter the intended meaning of any portion of the reported content.  Anyone 
who intends to publicly use or refer to any text based on the transcript should make clear that speakers have 
not had the opportunity for any corrections, or check first with the speaker in question.  If in doubt please 
contact the forum first. 
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About this Publication 
 
This publication reflects proceedings at the Scotland Policy Conferences Keynote Seminar: Next steps for 
improving energy efficiency in Scotland held on 5th October 2017.  The views expressed in the articles are 
those of the named authors, not those of the Forum or the sponsors, apart from their own articles. 
 
Although Scotland Policy Conferences is grateful to all sponsors for the funding on which we depend, 
participation in events and publications is never conditional on being a sponsor. As well as funding ongoing 
operations, sponsorship enables the Forum to distribute complimentary copies of publications, and offer 
complimentary tickets for events, to Government ministers, parliamentarians and officials most involved in 
policy. 
 
This publication is copyright. Its copying, in whole or in part, is not permitted without the prior written consent 
of the publishers.  However, extracts of the text may be reproduced for academic or review purposes, subject 
to the conditions of use outlined in the previous page, providing they are accurate, are not used in a 
misleading context and the author, their organisation and the Scotland Policy Conferences are acknowledged.  
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